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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a probabilistic rough set approach to rule discovery fiom incomplete 
decision tables. The core of the approach is a soft hybrid induction system called the Generalized 
Distribution Table and Rough Set System (GDT-RS) for discovering classification rules. The 
system is based on a combination of Generalized Distribution Table (GDT) and the Rough Set 
methodologies. With every decision rule two conditional probabilities associated, namely the 
certainty factor and the coverage factor. The probabilistic properties of the Decision rules are 
discussed 
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1. INTRODUCTION with missing values often occur in knowledge 
The classical rough set theory developed by acquisition. Information systems with missing data, 

Professor Z. Pawlak in 1982 has made a great or, in different words, the corresponding decision 

success in knowledge acquisition in recent years [I]. are Tecified> is 
In Rough set theory, knowledge is represented in incomplete information systems [4]. For simplicity, 

svstems. An idOrmation svstem is a data incompletely . . specified . .  . . decision tables will be called 

set remesenteh in a table. this table is called decision decision 

table '[2]. Each row in the table represents an object, 
for example a case or an event. Each column in the 
table represents an attribute, for instance a variable, 
an observation or a properly. To each object (row) 
there are assigned some attribute values. 

One of the disadvantages of rough set theory is its 
dependence on complete information systems i.e., A 
decision table to be processed must be complete and 
its all objects values must be known [3]. But in real- 
life applications, Due to measurement errors, 
miscomprehension, access limitation and 
misoperation in register, etc, information systems 

In this paper it is assumed that some of the missing 
attribute values are "lost" (e.g., erased) , some are 
"do not care" conditions (i.e., they were redundant or 
not necessary to make a decision or to classify a 
case) and some are attribute-concept value. 
The main objective of this paper is to introduce an 
approach to rule discovely &om incomplete decision 
tables. The approach is based on the combination of 
Generalized Distribution Table (GDT) and the rough 
set methodology. 
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A GDT is a table in which the probabilistic 
relationships between concepts and instances over 
discrete domains are represented. By using a GDT as 
a hypothesis search space and combining the GDT 
with the rough set methodology background 
knowledge can be used to construct rule generation, 
and the rules with strengths can be effectively 
acquired. 

2. ROUGE SET AND MISSING ATTRIBUTE 
VALUES 

Missing attribute values are commonly existing in 
real world data set. They may come from the data 
collecting process or redundant diagnose tests, 
w h o w n  data and so on. 

Since the main concern is learning from examples, 
and an example with a missing decision value, (i.e., 
not classified) is useless [5], we will assume that only 
attribute values may be missing. Discarding all data 
containing the missing attribute values cannot fully 
preserve the characteristics of the original data. So In 
data analysis two main strategies are used to deal 
with missing attribute values in data tables. 

Tlte former strategy is based on conversion of 
incomplete data sets (i.e., data sets with missing 
attribute values) into complete data sets and then 
acquiring knowledge. The process to change the 
incomplete data set into complete data set, say to 
transfom the missing data into specified data via 
some technique, is called completeness of data set. 

Multiple approaches on filling in the missing 
am-ibute values were introduced [6],[7], such as 
selecting the "most common attribute value", the 
"concept most common attribute value", "assigning 
all possible values of the attribute restricted to the 
given concept", "ignoring examples with unlmown 
attribute values", "treating missing attribute values as 
special values", "event covering method" and so on. 
In this strategy conversion of incomplete data sets to 
complete data sets is a preprocessing to the main 
process of data mining. 

I n  the later strategy, knowledge is acquired from 
incomplete data sets taking into account that some 
attribute values are missing. The original data sets are 
not converted into complete data sets. 

The later strategy is exemplified by the C4.5 
approach to missing attribute values [8] or by a 
modified LEM2 algorithm [9, 101. In both 
algorithms original data sets with missing attribute 
values are not preprocessed. 

This paper will concentrate on the later strategy used 
for rule induction, i.e., it will be assumed that the mle 
sets are induced from the original data sets, with 
missing attribute values, not preprocessed as in the 
former strategy. 

The next basic assumption is that there are three 
approaches to missing attribute values [ l  11: 
The first approach is that an attribute value, for a 
specifc case, is lost. For example, originally the 
attribute value was known, however, due to a variety 
of reasons, currently the value is not available. 
Maybe it was recorded but later it was erased. 

The second approach is that an attribute value was 
not relevant, the case was decided to be a member of 
some concept, i.e., was classified, or diagnosed, in 
spite of the fact that some attribute values were not 
known. For example, it was feasible to diagnose a 
patient in spite of the fact that some test results were 
not taken (here attributes conespond to tes& so 
attribute values are test results). Since such missing 
attribute values do not matter for the final outcome, 
we will call them "do not care" conditions. 

The third approach is a partial "do not care" 
condition, we assume that the missing attribute value 
belongs to the set of typical attribute values for all 
cases from the same concept. Such a missing 
attribute value will be called an attribute-concept 
value. Calling it concept "do not care" condition 
would be perhaps better, but this name is too long 

In the sequel it is assumed that all decision values are 
specified. Also, all missing attribute values are 
denoted either by "7" or by "*", or by "-", lost values 
will be denoted by "?", "do not care" conditions will 
be denoted by "*", and attribute-concept value will 
be denoted by "-". Additionally, it is assume that for 
each case at least one attribute value is specified. 

An example of an incompletely specified table is 
presented in Table l 

Table 1. An example of an incompletely specified 
decision table. 

Obviously, in rough set theoly any decision table 
defmes a function p that maps the set of orderedpairs 
(case, attribute) into the set of all values [12]. For 
example, in table], 

p(1, Temperature) =high 

Rough set theory [13] is based on the idea of an 
indiscemibility relation. The indiscemibility relation 
IND(B) is an equivalence relation. Equivalence 
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classes of IND(B) are called elementary sets of B and 
are denoted by [x]~. 

The indiscernibility relation IND(B) may be 
computed using the idea of blocks of attribute-value 
pairs. Let a be an attribute and let v be a value of a 
for some case. For complete decision tables if t = (a, 
v) is an attribute-value pair then a block oft, denoted 
[t], is a set of all cases from U that for attribute a 
have value v. 

For incomplete decision tables the definition of a 
block of an attribute-value pair must be modified as 
follow: 

If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that 
p(x, a) = ?, i.e., the corresponding valne is lost, 
then the case x should not be included in any 
block [( a, v )] for all values v of attribute a. 

If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that 
the corresponding value is a "do not care" 
condition, i.e., p (x, a) = *, then the corresponding 
case x should be included in blocks [(a, v)] for all 
specified values v of attribute a. 

If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that 
the corresponding value is a attribute-concept 
value, i.e., p (x, a) = -, then the corresponding 
case x should be included in blocks [(a, v)] for all 
specified values v of attribute a that are members 
of the set V(x, a), where 

v(x, a) = { P Cv, a) I Y E U , P Cv, 4 = P (x, 41, 
and d is the decision. 

Thus, For Table 1, 

[(Temperature, high)] = {I, 4,5, 81, 
[(Temperature, very-high)] = (2, S), 

[(Temperature, normal)] = {6,7), 

[(Headache, yes)] = {I, 2,4,6,8), ( 1 )  
[(Headache, no)] = {3,7), 

[(Nausea,no)] = {I, 3,6, 81, 

[(Nausea, yes)] = {2,4,5,7,8). 

These modifications of the definition of the block of 
attribute-value pair are consistent with the 
interpretation of missing attribute values [ l l ]  lost, 
"do not care" conditions, and attribute-concept 
values. Also, note that the attribute-concept value is 
the most universal, since if V(x, a) = 0, the definition 
of the athibute-concept value is reduced to the lost 
valne, and if V(x, a) is the set of all values of an 
attribute a, the attribute-concept value becomes a "do 
not care" condition. 

3. Generalized Distribution Table 

Generalized Distribution Table (GDT) is a table in 
which the probabilistic relationships between 
concepts and instances over discrete domains are 
represented [14], [15]. 

Any GDT consists of thee components: possible 
instances, possible generalizations of instances, and 
probabilistic relationships between possible instances 
and possible generalizations. 

The possible instances, which are represented at the 
top row of GDT, are defined by all possible 
combinations of attribute values from a database, and 
the number of the possible instances is 

1 4  

Where m is the number of attributes, n is the number 
of different data values in each attribute. 

The possible generalizations for instances, whicb 
are represented by the lei? column of a GDT, are all 
possible cases of generalization for all possible 
instances, and the number of the possible 
eeneralizations is 

A A d  card ' * ' denotes the generalization for 
instances, For simplicity, the wild card will 
sometimes be omitted in the paper. For example, the 
generalization % * co means that the attribute b is 
superfluous (irrelevant) for the concept description. 
In other words, if an attribute b takes values from 
{bo , bl ) and both aoboco and a&co describe the same 
concept, the attribute b is superfluous, i.e. the 
concept can be described by aoco . Therefore, the 
generalization %*co used to describe the set { an b, 
c o , % b ~ c o l  
The probabilistic relationships between possible 
instances and possible generalizations, represented 
by entries Gi, of a given GDT, are defined by means 
of a probabilistic distribution describing the strength 
of the relationship between every possible instance 
and every possible generalization. The prior 
distribution is assumed to be uniform if background 
howledge is not available. Thus, it is defined by 

G.. II =p(PI. J \PG,.) 

where 
1 

PI, is the j th possible instance, 

PGi is the ithpossible generalization, 

and N is the number of the possible instances =; 
satisfying the ith possible generalization, that is , 
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where j = 1,. . . , m, and j # the attribute that is 
contained by the ith possible generalization (i.e., j 
just contains the attributes expressed by the wild 
card). 

Rule Strength 

In this approach, the rules are expressed in the 
following f o m  -f with s That is, 

"if X then Y with strength S ". Where 

X : denotes the conjunction of the conditions that a 
concept must satisfy, 

Y :denotes a concept that the rule describes, and 

S : is a "measure of strength" of which the rule holds. 

The strength of a given rule reflects the 
incompleteness and uncertainty in the process of rule 
inducing influenced by both unseen instances and 
noise. It is defined by 

S ( X  + Y ) = s ( x ) .  [ I - r ( x  +Y)J  ( 6 )  

where s(X ) : The strength of the generalization X 
and r : noise rate function. 

s(X) : The strength of the generalization X (i.e., the 
condition of the rule) it represents explicitly the 
prediction for unseen instances. It is given by Eq. 

where Ni,,.*l,i is the number of the observed 
instances satisfying the ith generalization. 

r : noise rate function 

It shows the quality of classification measured by the 
number of the instances satisfying the generalization 
X which cannot be classified into class Y. The user 
can specify an allowed noise level as a threshold 
value. Thus, the rule candidates with a noise level 
larger than the given threshold value will be deleted. 
It is defined by, 

where 
N i  (x) is the number of the observed 

instances satisfying the generalization X , 

N " s s 1 ~ S ( X 7 Y  ) is the number of the instances 
belonging to the class Y within the instances 
satisfying the generalization X . 
From the GDT, we can see that a generalization is 
100% true if and only if all of instances belonging to 

this generalization appear. Let us use the example 
shown in Table 1. Considering the generalization 
{bo , cl}, if instances both { h  bo cl) and { al bo cl} 
appear, the strength s({bo , c,}) is 1; if only one of 
{ bo cl) and { al bo cl} appears, the strengths( {bo 
cl}) is 0.5, as shown in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. Probability of a generalization rule 

It is obvious that one instance can be expressed by 
several possible generalizations, and several 
instances can be also expressed by one possible 
generalization. For the example shown in table 1, the 
instance { al bo c,) can be expressed by { a, bo}, { bo 
c,} .... . .., or { CI}. 

Every generalization in upper levels contains all 
generalizations related to it in lower levels. That is, 

{ad 3 b01, { a1 c11 , 
k b o )  2 { a ~ b o c d  

In other words, if the rule {al} -* y is We, the rule 
{a, bo} + y and { al c,} -* y are also true. Otherwise, 
if {al bo} -* y or { a, c,} - y is false, the rule {al} 
-+ y is also false. 

Figure 2 gives the relationship among generalizations. 

Fig. 2 The relationship among generalizations 

A generalization that contains the instances with 
different classes is contradictow, and it cannot be 
used as a rule. In contrast, a generalization that 
contains the instances with the same class is 
consistent, so From Table 1, we can see that the 
generalizations can be divided into three groups: 
contradictory, belonging to class y, and belonging to 
class n. 
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4. SEARCHING ALGORITHM FOR AN 
OPTJMAL SET OF RULES 

We now outline the idea of a searching algoritbm for 
a set of rules based on the GDT-RS methodology. a 
sample decision table shown in Table 2 is used to 
illustrate the idea. 

Table 2. An incompletely specified decision table 

Notation : To = High, TI =Very High, T2 = Normal, 
Ho=yes, H1=no,So=yes,So=no 

Algorithm 

&& Create the GDT. 

Since : 
Temperture E { TO ,TI , T2 1 3 nl = 3 

Headache E { Ho , H1 } =1 n2 = 2 

Nausea E { SO , S1 } J n3 = 2 

Hence : 
the number of attributes ( m )  = 3 , 
from Eq.(2) number of the possible instances is 12 , 
from Eq.(3) number of the possible generalizations is 
23 , 

Table 3. The GDT for the decision table shown in Table 2 
(Note the elements that are not displayed are all zero) 

S&& simplifi the GDT. 

By deleting all of the instances and generalizations 
un-appeared in the example database shown in Table 
2. 
From table 2 The instances appeared with respect to 

cases 2, 4, 6, 7 are { T ~ H ~ S , ) ,  

{ T o H S o ) ,  { T 2 ~ S l }  , { T 2 H l ~ o }  respectively. 
From Eq. ( 1 ) and table 2 the instance appeared with 

respect to case 1 is { T ~ H ~ s , )  ; 

From Eq. ( 1 ) and table 2 the instance appeared with 
respect to case 8 may be one of 

{ { T O H J O }  ,{TOHSJ> { T I ~ ~ s O J  9 {TIHS,)) ; 
From table 2 the instance appeared with respect to 
case 5 may be one of 

({TO~SO 1, { T O ~ I S J }  but {TOHSO 1 is not 
consistent with table 2 . so the appeared instance is 

{TO~ISOJ . 
Similarly, the instance appeared with respect to case 
5 may be one of 
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So the simplified GDT is shown in Table 4 

&&group the generalizations 
generalizations can be divided into three groups 
contradictory, belonging to class yes, and belonging 
to class no . 
The contradictory generalizations, containing the 
instances belonging to different decision classes, 
cannot be used as the rules. Hence they are ignored. 
In other words, we are just interested in the 
generalizations belonging to class yes or no, which 
will be selected as the rules. 

Rule Selection 
There are several possible ways for rule selection. 
For example : 

Selecting the rules that contain as many instances 
as possible. 
Selecting the rules in the levels of generalization 
as high as possible according to the number of " * 
" in a generalization . 
Selecting the rules with larger strengths. 

Since the purpose is to simplify the decision table 
and simpler results of generalization (i.e., more 
general rules) are preferred, the Grst priority will be 
to the rules that contains more instances, then to the 
rules corresponding to an upper level of 

generalization. and the third priority to The rules with 
larger strengtlx . 
Thus,  om table 5 and table 6 the final rule set is 

{ToH,}+yes , withS=l 

{T,H,} + yes , with S = 1 

{H,)  +no , with S = 5/6 

{T2S,}+no , w i t h S = l  

Table 5. The eeneralizations beloneing to class ves 

R& 

The induced Rules can be written in LERS (Learning 
from Examples based on Rough Sets) format where 
every rule is equipped with three numbers, the total 
number of attribute-value pairs on the left-hand side 
of the rule, the total number of examples correctly 
classified by the rule during training, and the total 
number of training cases matching the left-hand side 
of the rule 

Table 4. The simplified GDT for the decision table shown in Table 2 
(Note the elements that are not displayed are aU zero) 
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Table 6. The eeneralizations belonging to class no 

The final rule set is: 

2, 1 , l  
(Temperature, high) & (Headache, yes) -> (Flu, yes) 
2 ,L 1 
(Temperature, very high)&(Headache, yes) -> (Flu, yes) 
1,2,2 
(Headache, no) ->(Flu, no) 

2, 1, 1 
(Temperature, normal) & (Nausea, yes)-> (Flu, no) 

Certainty and Coverage Factors 

With every decision rule X -t Y two conditional 
probabilities are associated: 

The certainty factor 
number of all cases satisfvine X and Y 

number of all cases satisfying X 
The coverage factor - 

- number of all cases satisfying X and Y 
- 

number of all cases satisfying Y 
The certainty factor is the frequency of Ys in X and 
the coverage factor is the frequency of Xs in Y. If a 
decision . rule X -t Y uniquely determines 
decisions in terms of conditions, i.e., if the coverage 
factor = I, then the rule is called "certain." 

If a decision rule X -t Y does not determine 
decisions uniquely in terms of conditions, i.e., if 0 
< the coverage factor < I ,  then the rule is called 
"uncertain." 

The certainty and coverage factors for the induced 
rules are presented in Table 7. 

Table 7. The certainty and coverage factors 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

4 Rough set theory and statistics are related to 
analyze the data fiomthe rough set perspective. 

4 Thee approaches to missing attribute values are 
presented in a uniied way. It is shown that all 
three approaches to missing attribute values may 
be described using the same idea of attribute- 
value blocks. 

4 An approach of rule discovery based on Rough 
Sets and Generalization Distribution Table was 
presented. The basic concepts and an 
implementation of the methodology was 
described. Main features of that methodology can 
be summarized as follows: 

J It can discover If-Then rules tiom very 
large, complex databases . 

J It represent explicitly the uncertainty of a 
rule including the prediction of possible 
instances in the strength of the rule . 

J Lost values are considered during the 
process of rule induction. 

J It can flexibly select biases for search 
control. 

J It can effectively handle noisy data, missing 
data 

6. h"UTURE WORK 
We are interested in using rough probability for 
describing the strength of the relationship between 
every possible instance and every possible 
generalization. 

since many real-world classification tasks exist that 
involve continuous a ~ b u t e s ,  We are interested in 
using discretization of continuous attributes as a step 
of pre-processing in our approach. 
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